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ABSTRACT

THE SEARCH FOR AN OPERATIONAL WARFIGHTING DOCTRINE: WHAT
ARE NATO'S OPTIONS AFTER CFE? by MAJ William H.
Parry, II I, USA. 54 pages

The ground force doctrine of the North Atlanitic
Treaty Organization (NATO) reflects the times in which it
was written. It is tactically-oriented arid
attrition-focused. Since its adoption irs 1984, the body
of military thought has grown substantially. Success on
the modern battlefield will demand that ccmaanders
synchronize the effects of tactical engagements to
achieve operational/strategic goals in a theater of
operations/war. The commander must grasp the awt, itn
addition to the science of warfare. He does this through
the design of major operations and campaigns. Just as
importantl his subordinates need a warfighting doctri'e
that reflects these principles.

If NATO succeeds in reaching an agreement in the
Convetional Forces in Europe (CFE) negotiations, it .cms
remp significant benefits. Achieving numerical parity
ard perhaps gaining operational Vepth in which to
maneuver may finally correct a 40-year strategic
shortcoming. However, CFE will also reduce the numbers
of ground forces available in NATO's critical Centrol
Region. Already st-etched thin, an eaens lower
force-space ratio Will force NATO to seriously examinre
its curent military strategy and doctrine.

The Commanrder in Chief, AFCENT has a vision of
operational level warfighting to achieve strategic
objectives in his theater. He has enunciated this in his
operational warfighting concept. This concept cor serve
as the foundation upon which NATO carn build an
operational, and thus more effective military doctri'ne.
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Doctrine: Fundamental principles by
which the military forces guide their
actions in support of objectives. It is
authoritative but reqmires judgment in
application. (1)

Militar- doctrine... provides the
structure of military operations... It
provides an officially sanctioned
framework for commn understanding,
dialogue, training, learning and most
importantlyy nigDj. Doctrine... is
eminently practical. (2)

Doctrine raflects the times in which it

is written.. (3)

Since being founded in 1949, the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization (NATO) has maintained a high degree of

strategic constancy. It has been thrust willingly or

otherwise, into an evolving standoff between two military

superpc*ersq each with the capability of ushering in the

prophetic Armageddon. Remarkably, NATO has persevered

despite significant odds against it.

The alliance has had to contend with a situation of

conventional ground force numerical inferiority relative to

is principal nemesis - the Soviet Union., leader of the

Warsaw Treaty Organization 4WTO). In 1967p Frarce's

withdrawal from the integrated military structure of NATO

led to the loss of the majority of its available

strategic/operational depth. Driven principally by

political reasons, it occupies a shallow, linear deferse

along its eastern frontier.

NATO has been able to accooodate change in order to

survive as an effective political and military alliance.
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Howeverr., it is a large, bureaucratic organizatios asd

changes to its militar- strategy have occurred slowly ar-d

inicementally, ever t wher the situatione seemed to denaed

otherwise.

Todays the apparent need for dramatic charges corofn'vts

NATO in the form of the Coiweretioial Forces ire Europe (CFE)

negotiations. This unprecedented arms control ivitiative,

begae in March 1,38, aiimed at providing a more stable

enevirovmenvt from the Atlantic to the h-als with lower. force

levels. If ar agreemeet that fulfills NATO objectives cars

be cvrcludedg it offer- profound opportunities for NATO to

correct the. strategic military imbalance which has

confronted it for over forty years. At the same t ire

however, conventional force rieductions of the scope being

considered will demand that NATO closely examinee both its

military strategy aid doctrine. The state of current

military thought in NATO's critical Central Region

indicates the foundation is in place for an orderly

evolution. It only remains to be sewn if NATO is capable

of overcoming its slow-moving bureaucratic tendercies in

order to adequately prepare itself for the military

.challenges that lie ahead.

The "way ahead" is filled with uncertamity. As the

dramatic events of the past year would indicate, the depth

aid- breadth of potential changes within NATO avd WTO could

likely surpass arj expectation currently anticipated.

However, for analysis purposes. the following assumptionis

have been made. First, NATO territory will remain



ewsitially the same as it exists today. If the Geraanies

do unit*, the area formerly comprising the DDR will take

the character of a neutral zone; NATO forces will not be

forware? deployed there in peacetime. Second, the United

States will continue to have national security objectives

(associated with a strategy of containment) in Europe;

those objectives can best be fulfilled by a continuing,; but

diminished US presence in NATO. In addition to providing

near-ter stability as NATO attempts to manage the changes

thrust' upon it in an orderly fashion (German uniification ,

withdrawal of Soviet forces from Eastern Eur-pe, etc.) NATO

will continue to rely an the extendid deterrence guaranteed

by US strategic nuclear weapons.

Third, the US ground force presence in NATO will

amount to one forward deployed reinforced corps

commensurate with national security interests. The six

division sets of POMCUS currently located in NATO's Central

Region (for 1+10 forces) will likely be reduced and/o,

withdrawn; however, to what extent is unknown. (4) Fourth,

fiscal realities, and a greatly reduced force-space ratio

will force at eventual dichotomy of ground force

capabilities and missions. Tactical units assigned to NATO

will be tailored for either holding terain or will be

highly mobile and have significant firepower. Fifth,

NATO's military objectives will remain defosive/detesre'tt

in nature. However, lowered force levels as a result of

CFE will require that military plany e,-s seriously examine

the feasibility of current General Defense F'lan
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deployments/dispositions. Sixthq despite its stated

intentiovnvl the Soviet Unhions will retairf sufficierst

rwar-term military capability to pose a credible security

threat to NATO's ifiterests.

Finallyl ire order to keep the scope of this paper

manageable2, the focus will be directed towards Allied

Command Europe's Central Region (AFCENT). Irs additiors to

being an air/land theater of operations where the bulk of

US ground forces would be committed in the event of war, it

is the only theater where the potential exists for the

Soviets to obtain a rapid military/political decision by

choosing to go to war with NATO. It is likely that irt the

vaent of hostilities, the fate of NATO would depend largely

on the events that unfolded in AFCENT.

This paper will seek to determine the possible impacts

of the CFE reductions ons the military policy, strategyj arid

doctrine of NATO. This will be accomplished by first

defining the components of military doctrine followed by

examining models that attempt to clarify the linskages

between policy, strategy and doctrine. This data will be

analyzed using criteria proposed by Barry 'osen ins his

book, Ibf rgf~~r~~swith the aim of

providing a theoretical basis for the most appropriate

ilitar- doctrine to guide warfighting ir a post-CFE NATO

eavirowvent. The possible implications of accepting or

rejecting the doctrine will be exav sied from art historical

perspective by examining military doctrines of selected

2th century nations. Finally, conclusions ansd
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recommtevdatios will be offered for the reader.'s

considerat ion.

One of the most serious doctrinal deficiencies

confronting NATO is that the alliance does riot enjoy a

acmmenality of strategicl operationial awed tactical

thinking. 45) Richard Simpkin captured the essence of this

dilemma by noting that "the most the ar-my group covmmnaders

on the NATO careter2 can hope to do is coordinate awed

support the various national corps battles, each fought in,

the way the national armiy concerned prefers." (6) To be

effective in wartima military doctrine must clearly and

concisely convey the essence of an operational warfighti-o.g

concept that serves as the overarching architecture for a

series of tactical battles. In a n alliance like NATO, that

concept should reflect a joint and combined focus. Figure

I depicts how doctrine and military strategy are ideally

linked. However, within NATO, the process associated with

developing G neral Defense Plans (GD') appears to have

inordinately more influence on warfighting than doctri'e.

This section will address in general terms, NATO's go

to war G OP) planning process, the current trends in,

military thought in NATO, the objectives and importance of

the CFE negotiations, and the impact of CFE on. NATO

military strategy. The intent of this section is to

describe the environment currently facing military

planners. A secondary objective is to lay the foundatio'n

for- a postulation that the environment is riot conducive to
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the doctrine development process.

Military doctrine is the principal mechanism that links

the realities of modern war with ar accepted body of

military theory. Howe ver, the way NATO intends to fight i-,

the event detervnce fails reflects less of mn emphasis o,

military cocepts ind doc-trine than in a series of

top-driven General Defense Plans. SACEUR as the senior

werfighting commander in NATO, translates strategic

military guidance found in MC 14/3 (Military Committee

Document 14/3: Overall Strategic Concept for the Defense of

the North Atlantic Treaty Organization Area) into a

strategic/operational vision for three regional commander-.s

(AFNORTH AFCENT, avid AFSOUTH). (7) His GD' conveys how

forward defense and flexible response are implenmented to

achieve NATO' s strategic objectives. Hovver, this family

of ODP plans technically governs only the aspects of

alliance mobilization avd deployment in the event of

hostilities, as opposed to being true defensive plans.

These plays are generally reviewed annuallyg but

modifications must be approved by the individual natio'ns

before being implemented. The single greatest fallacy of

these GDP plans is that unlike a campaign plan, they do

'*not provide the concept of operations ad sustainment

throughout the conflict to termination." (8) As a result,

both the process as "ell as the product obstruct any not icn

of a clear linkage betweewn the realities of mode.- wa- iv-

Europe, NATO's theoretical military conceptsl an'sd milita-s-y

doctrine.



NATO has eschewed the recommendation that it needs to

develop finite campaign plans that delineate in stages how

it first intends to defeat an attack s and subsequent ly

restore the ante-bellum status quo from a position of

numerical inferiority. There is strong resistance, both or,

the grounds of tradition (detailed plans imply an unrhealthy

state of rigidity) and principle (campaign plans co'rsote

offensives for ulterior motives). Yet, waging modern

warfare without a clearly articulated plan that focuses or,

protecting the interests, if not the survival of the West,

defies logic. NATO clearly and collectively lacks the

numbers of conventional forces to achieve its strategic

objectives with a "win the first battle by attrition"

mindsot. Adhering to a strategy of exhaustion, gradually

wearing down the opponent in a sequential series of

firepower-oriented conventional *ngagemets is a viable

option only for the side that enjoys overwhelming rursierical

strength. NATO urdoubtedly had positive intentions to

begin alleviating the conventional force imbalance i'r, May

1377 when its members agreed to a five-year- plan to boost

defense spending by at least three percent in real g'rowth

terms. However few "consisteoly attained this modest

goal." ('3) As it was unlikely that more converntional

forces would become available, some "rations, including the

United States, began to refocus their national doctrines

towards fighting outnumbered and wiinning.

In the late 1370"'sq the US Army began to search fo-

plausible alternatives to its attrition-orviented "Active
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Defense" doctrine. Prompted in part by the criticisms of a

group of vocal defense reformers (most notably Bill Lind,

Edward Luttwak, Steven Canby, et.al.) the US Army embarked

one a series of initiatives to correct the inadequacies of

the 1976 version of FM 100-5,9 22CliDA. The Army' s

c€oncept, later to become its official doctrine was known am

.AirLand Battle; and it had a strikingly different focus.

The Armny acknowledged that victory was not conegruest with

attempts to attrite the nuumerically superior Soviets from

static defensive positions. FPerhaps more importantly, the

doctrine resurrected a body of thought art the operational

level of war within the US Army, dormant since World War

II.

The operational level of war links military strategy

with tactics. It is the level at which commanders

synchronize tactical effects by sequencing major- operatio-s

ard campaigns within a theater or area of operations. The

operational level requires the commander to grasp the

essence of the art rather than, merely the science of

warfare. He designates operational objectives that are

needed to accomplish the strategic objectives established

by the theater of war commander. Finallyl through the

design of a campaigrn plar, he sequences tactical e-vents to

achieve the operational objectives, initiates actions, and

applies resources to brig about ard sustair these events.

(10) Despite the fact that this process would enhance

joint and combined warfightig inr NATO, the alliance has

been reluctant to embrace the notion of operational

8



warfi ght i ng.

In 1384, while profound doctrinal changes were

affecting US military thought, NATO continued to recognize

only two levels of war - the strategic and tactical. The

alliance wus forced to contesd withi differ'irsg views, not

only from its 15 different member nations, but the

parochialism of the sewrvice bureaucracies as well. As

Banks and Mandel astutely point out, alliance doctrine for

the operational level of war has been slow to develop due

to a more limited regional (versus global for- the US)

focus, rand constrained budgets. They further state that

with regard to campaign planning, NATO has had difficulty

in striking a balance between its charter to maintair a

defensive deter-rce and the notion that campaign, plans

have historically implied offensive action in pursuit of

territorial gain. (11) Rather than risk fragmenting the

alliance over this one issue, the NATO Militar-y Committee

compromised by settling for three separate, se-rvice

oriented tactical doctrines. (12) While a CFE agreement

may ultimately enhance NATO security, fewer- fo-rces and an

inappropriate doctrine will make the AFCENT commande*'s

mission of contributing to the achievement of SACEUR's

strategic ends more difficult.

The CFE negotiations are the product of the coupling of

constrained defense budgets with a genuine willingness to

relieve East-West tensions. CFE realistically offers NATO

the chance to rectify its habitual shortcoming in

conventional ground force parity. However, parity does not

'3



provide the quantitativfe, superiority that a c-, rvatiorsal,

attrition-based doctrine demands. This has arerted a

paradoxical dilemma for NATO given that the state of pa-sity

will be at a level somewhere between ter avd fifty peroceont

below NATO*s current force ceilings. While the reduction

of tension is cause for optimisms the probabillity of

success demands that given less resources. NATO must

seriously re-examire how it intends to fight in the 11"O's

ard beyond in light of the limitations imposed by a CFE

agreement.

The Conventional Forces irs Europe (CFE) talks are air,

outgrowth of a larger architecture of regotiationis betweev,

35 nations (Europe, US aid Canada) knows as the Confereoce

ort Security aind Cooperation in Europe (CSCE). CSCE beg&aes

irs July 1373, with the principal initiatives centei',n ov'v

developing confiden-e building wasures betw*e the East

aid West regardivig the exchange of irtformatiors about

military activities, economic cooperatios, humaanitariern

issues, arnd freedom of inforimation. (13)

The CFE talks are more limited, both in scope as well

as the number of participats. Officially opened i'n, Mrch

193 in Vienna, the talks involve 23 nations; 1G are

members of NATO, while the remaining seven are membe-s of

the WTO.

It must be stressed however, that negotiation s withi',,

CFE are unlike any previous East-West arms co'ntrol

process. Ire CFE each nsatio has an indeperdeoit '-voice i,

the rnegotiations. This is significant because as a 110

10



study pointed out, the European n~ations have little

experience in impliwtenting arms control agreements. t14)

The political and economic urgwrcy for C;PE ir, Europe may

override the intended military implications. There is a

High Level Task Force in place to coor-dirate NATO pcslicy -,

CFE, but how powerful it is rwmain to be seer. Howeve-,

in practical terms, there will be no official alliance to

alliance agreement (unless the current forum charges). As

a result, NATO should reasonably be expected to unde-take

art alliance-wide examination of its collective interests,

strategy and doctrine once an agreement is reached.

The NATO nationis' have collectively established three

general objectives that reflect their- mutual irterests fo.,"

the CFE negotiationsa

1) establishment of a secure and stable balanc of

conventional forces at lower levels in Europe Efrom the

Atlantic to the h-als3;

2) elimination of disparities (between East a'rd West

that are prejudicial to stability and security;

3) elimination of the capability for lauriching a

surprise attack and for initiating large-scale offensive

act ire. (15)

Will there realistically be a need for NATO after CFEI

and if so, will NATO have a military r2ole? While the

outlook for a state of more peaceful competition is

promising, NATO must clearly understand that for- the near

to mid term, the Soviet Union will retain formidable

militar- forces. As a result, it will czitinue to wa-rrt

11



the distinction accorded a military superpower. Wor.se yet,

thae may be an evert, grwater -isk that as Soviet in-fluen€ce

dimin'ishes in, Easter- Europe a-y number- of seemingly

small, localized crises (such as the nationalistic fe-vor

sweeping the Baltic States) or political upheaval in Russia

itself could escalate quickly into war. As the European

Security Study Group has notedv NATO should conti-nue to

funo-ticr both as a political ms well as a military entity

"as a guarantee against unforeseeable contingercies a-d as

art agent -of stability."(16)

It is logic-al to conclude that a CFE agreement will

impact significantly on NATO strategy. Therefore, a brief

examinatio , of NATO's strategic military ends, means, and

ways is in o-der.

The military objectives NATO established i-n lS4 would

appear to still be fweasible* deter mggressiois; and should

detervrnce fail, take appropriate military action to

defeat the aggresscr; "mestore NATO territo-.ial integ-ity;

and terminate hostilities air terms favorable to NATO. It

is highly Impr-obable that NATO would adopt morfe ambitious,

offensive aim*. Additionally, as long as the possibility

of rsuclear warfare remairs a fact of East-West relations,

the only option is to deter conflict so that the use of

wempons of mass d*b'ruction remains clear.ly a last and well

thought out resort.

It is with regards to thau means available that CFE will

likely have the most significa 't impact. Recent pr-oposals

i'dicate that final voductions may ultimately appr-oach



fifty percent of cuvrnt NATO force ceilings for. each

alliance. Despite the rhetoric surrounding "'peace

dividends, "1 the Soviets have acknowledged that in order to

inject a degree of stability into art otherwise flourderi-,g

economic and political system, they are likely to take up

to eight years to draw down their forces to that level. It

is only logical therefore, to conclude that until a

verifiable state of actual parity existss the Soviet Union-

will remain the only nation capable of threatening the

security interests of NATO with militay for-ce. As a

result, NATO will contine to require the following rilitary

means a

1) an increasingly strong and cohernrt Europemar

pillar;

2) a sizeable US ground force presence in Europe;

3) a US reinforcement capability including air and

naval forces;

4) an alliance tactical nuclear capability;

) US strategic (extended) deterrence 417)

It appears that NATO's most pressing military challe-nge 2z

to formulate a joint and combined warfare doctrine. it

must be based on sound defense concepts but with sufficier-t

flexibility to accommodate changes niot only in its cwn

means, but in the threat as well.

Strategic military concepts are the ways that means a;e

applied to achieve the stated objectives. As -roted

earlier forward defense and flexible response are NATO's

current strategic militar-y concepts. Briefly, forward

13



defense has come to be interpreted as posit io°irg st-rong

defenses as far east along the frontier with the Wa-saw

Pact as possible. Although rot explicitly prescribed an

such, the numbers of forces available in the Central Regicn

have tended to make the defenses thin and l ine&r,- in

nature. NATO's decision to forego operational reseoi-. i,

lieu of stronger forward defenses, and the lack of depth

required in order to maneuver those reserves, tend to make

this concept suspect. But, as the former CI;4CENT

Franz-Joseph Schulze has nioted, forward defense is "a

prerequisite to any German contribution to the commor,

defense." 418) Flexible response is a concept that

envisions thrmee possible levels of respor.se to aggressio,-.

These are direct defenrse deliberate escalation, and

general nuclear response.

Are these two concepts still feasible with fewer

forces? Ard will a unified Germany nullify the option for

the use of tactical nuclear weapons? The cur rent SACCUR,

General John R. Galvin has stated that the ambiguity of CF

makes the process of accurate strategic assessment

difficult. He acknowledges that a "forward defense has

never beer a classical military strategy," especially with

the appreciable frontage currertly defended by art AFCENT

corps at pre-CFE levels. Galvirs has riot rouled out that the

scope of reductions being contemplated may ultimately drive

NATO to rethink the appropriateness of for-war-d defeaose

(19) The European Security Study Group concluded that c t-.

in excess of the tens percent iritially proposed will

14



" rquire a more mobile and flexible defense iri depth with a

forward security echelors at the border." 1 O) In surlri.ryq

the evidence would seem to indicate that there is a high

probability that NATO will have to re-examine the viability

of its current strategy, or at a minimum Its two strategic

concepts. While there is no formal strategic- milita-ry

doctrine that specifies how these mre or will be e.)ecuted,

the question becomes whether or riot the strategic

objectives cars realistically be accomplished with far fe;.er

forces. As will be seen, this has a significant impact on.

lower-level plannring irs NATO as well.

... when change is slow and rnot marifest,
routines are apt to go on as before,
util the sudden aid catastrophic
discovery of inferiority in war itself.
t21)

I am tempted indeed to declare
dogmatically that whatever doctrine, the
Armed Forces are working on, now, they
have got it wrong. I am also tempted tc
declaro that it does 'riot matter that

they have got it wrong. What does
matter is their capacity to get it right
quickly when the monent arrives. 42)

Success o the battlefield is the proven, test of the

effectiveess of a military doctrine. The dilemma that

confronts NATO is that having erjoyed a per iod of peace fcor

more than forty years, meanirgful a'-d appl'cable

observatic ns regarding the reality' of war are scarce. it

is therefore difficult, as Michael Howard succinctly noted

15



to not only develop the correct doctr-ine, but to be able to,

assess that it is correct. It appears the process of

doctrine development is just as important as the product.

A theoretical model that depicts the process is at Figure

Modern history is replete with examples of natior-,s that

in peacetime have correctly perceived the challenges an-d

requirements imposed by a hypothetical military reality.

These nations subsequent ly succeeded in developing a;-d

resourcing art effective military doctr-inse during

peacetime. Just as numerous, if rot more sc, are the

examples of nations that have beens fully prepared to fight

the last war, only to find their warfighting doctr.ine was

totally inadequate for- the war in which they were curre',tly

engaged.

It h, beers previously stated that modern nations "eed

a cogent military doctrine that conveys their warfighti-,Ig

concept to achieve strategic objectives. What is less

clear is whether, doctrine is a hard and fast set of

written, prescriptive rules, or more of a pervasive thcght

process that guides the p-actitioners of the ar-t of

warfare. Certainly cortributing to the confusion is the

fact that there is lack of a precise, single definsition of

what military doctrine is. To further amplify this poin,

Figure 3 de.tails 16 different perceptions o-- definsitions of

this cotmnoly-tsed term.

From the differwrt definitions, two general tr,,end- of

thought emerge. The first is that doctr-ine is prescroiptive

16



and authoritative; normally written, and based on a set cf

mutually-agreed ideas, principles or concepts detailing how

military forces are structured and emplo'ed to achie','

stated objectiees; it becomes the basis fo'r" all smer.vice

school instruction. The second line of thought is that

military doctrine is more of a mertal disciplino a vay cf

thinking that is brS 1" based on the application of a body

of theoretical knowledge ircluding principles of "ar.

This is then universally shared by the corporate body of

the practitiorirs of warfare. An evaluation of the prod;,ct

would seem to indicate that NATO prescribes to the first

definit ion.

Regardless of form, a sound and practical doctrine

should help reduce friction, promote standar-d language arid

practices, and create a basis from which requi- ,ie'ets for

force developmet and missions are derived. The importance

of this function for NATO cannot be over-emphasized in- a

post -CFE env ironment.

Referring to the theoretical model in Figure i, it i,

clear that rarely will there be consensus on what

constitutes military reality. If the army., navy, anid air

forces of 16 different nations view that reality

differently, the number of possible permutations i5

staggering. Those differing -nation al pe'rspectivems have

hampered Alliance unanimity on developing joi'nt and

comabined doctrine. As a result, NATO currently has three,

tactically-oriented, service-specific doct-rinses. C23) For,-

purposes of this study, only NATO's doctrine for la-,d fcorce
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operations will be discussed in depth.

One of the key problems in developing an effective

military doctrine for NATO is that until -now, the "car ha-

been put in front of the horse." Force design is

independent from and therefore rot necessarily l inked with

a cormona doctrine. Force design is considered a national

responsibility and prerogative that is generated i- large

part by the means available to each nation to spend or,

defense. Smair, less prosperous nations start the

process at a tremendous disadvantage. Therefore$ a key

perception of reality for any NATO planer is that the

organization, equipment, and states of training and

readiness between the nine national corps cormitted t.,

AFCENT are quite different. This can serve to com,pou;-,d the

inherent problems associated with interoperability in a

coal it ion.

The nature of the integrated command structure of NATO

has also inhibited the development of a cormno, op e-ational

doctrine. During peacetimne, forces operate uder the

purview of their respective nation. It is orly upon the

declaration of hostilities that the formation of Ai-t,-y

Groups under NATO ccmmanders occurs. As is the case with

the United States, different nations br-ing a u-ique

national perspective to war with themn. Despite

commonalities that do exist, each nation has diffe-e-,t

national and/or global interests and responsibilitien that

they believe supersede those of the alliance. This in,

tur, has led to unique national Yilitary doctrii,es,
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tailormd specifically towards satisfying those

requirement s.

To provide a measure of commonality and incr.ems

inter-opwability between diver-se tactical unsits, NATO

developed Allied Tactical Publication ATF')-35(A); NATO

_ with the stated intent of

providing a "cominon underst anding of the principles of land

combat. 1(24) In practical terms, the doctr-ine is not bazaed

on a coherent war-fighting concept. Additionally, it does

riot go much beyond an esoteric discussion of the num erous

factors that comprise armed conflict - timeless verities &-_

they are. In. application it is only loosely binding. By

ratifying the implementing Standardization Agreement

(STANAG 2&38), the nations have only committed to .se the

doctrine as stated, and its terminology in dealing with

NATO agencies and member nations. ATP-35(A) is a fitting

testimony to Paul Hebet's claim that doctrine reflect-

the times in which it is written. (25) Times are abo..,t to

change for NATO with CFE; subsequently, a -new doctri-, iz

needed in response to that change.

The most serious deficiency of ATP-35(A) is that it

lacks the foundation pr ovided by an overarching warfighting

concept. As the model in Figure 2 indicates, ant effective

militar.y doct-rine is derived from a sequence of actions

•raniging from the theor.etical perceptions of reality thc-ough

concept design and culminates in publicatio-n of the

doctriine that links theory with practice. NATO needs only

to look at the U0S Army"s experierice in developing its
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AirLand Battle doctrine for some valuable and applicable

1 essons.

Between 11376 and 1982, the US Army" s search for the

most appropriate doctrine centered around debates about the

pros and cons of the theories of attrition versus maneuver

warfare. NATO's defensive strategy ard doctrine (and the

US Army's role within that framework) waer consistently

cited by the "reformers" as clear examples of the futility

of attrition. Ie 182, the US Army abandoned its attritio,,

focus and adopted a doctrinal concept that was l inked mre

along the lines of the principles of war of offensive and

maneuver. If it care be logically deduced that this charge

in doctrinal focus was the best solution for the United

States, cars it also be concluded that NATO should adopt a

more offwsivl mareuvr-oriented doctrinve? To a:n-sswer that

question, it is necessary to briefly compare the theories

of attrition arid maneuver avid detemie how they operate

within the offense/defense dynamic.

Modern combat is made up pvincipally of two dynamic

elements - firepower aid maneuver. While the arguen-t may

be purely academic, one of these two elemen-ts may tend to

be more pronounced iye doctrine avid thus connote a mane,'er

or avi attrition focus.

In what the refor ers have labeled as attrition

warfare, overwhelming firepower is used to attr-ite, or

reduce eem y numbers, usually fraom static positions. The

primary purpose of maneuver ins this concept is simply to

facilitate bringing firepower to bear- or, the oppofse-rit.
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Bill Linsd characterizes this form of combat as a "mutually

casualty-infslictinsg ansd absorbing cottest where the goal i-.

a favorable exchage ratio. " (26) He cottevrds that at the

opposite pale resides maneuver warfare. The aim of this

construct is to use

both firepower and movement it a
maneuver context... You are movinsg to
create a series of urse~pocted arsd
dan gerous situations fao the ensemy. The
main -ole of firepow r is to help you
maneuver... Casd3 is used most ofter% to
suppress the eremy while you move arounsd
or through him. (47)

While Lind oi-iented his criticism specifically toa-d

what he perceived as the firepower/attritior, focus of the

US Army as demonstrated in its 1376 versiot of FI 1M00 51

other reformers (most notably Edward Luttwak atd Stover,

Canby) have been quick to assert that NATO collectively

suffers from the same "attrition myopia. " Luttwak coteod.

that NATO strategy merely reflects the US pr-edilection fo,,

attritiong holding "ars to the belief its her- own material

superiority. ' (2) Catsy further. states that

NATO' s mi litary deficiency derives from
this discrepacy in military thought;
its conceptualimation of rmodern war ir,
the Europeat theater is more akir, to
that of Douhet (a firepower approach to
war) than Ouderian, (a ma'reuver
approach... Ground forces are thus to
hold and in the process att-rit ersemy
ground forces. (23)

In response to the reformer' s criticisms of US Army'i

doctrin, (then) Colonel Huba Wass de Czege co'nsten'-ds they

have created "two uniformly ureral, but acadeically



corve'niert polar cases. The real wo'rld lies betvee-n.

Often conditions dictate which erd of the spect;-im i mc, ot

appropr-iate fo'r success." (30) While he did -riot explicitly

state what he meant by conditionis it is quite probable

that this refers to the dynamic relationship between-

offer.se and defense. While tha" natural inclination appearzs

to be to unequivocally equate attiition with defense ar-d

maneuver with offense, this would be similar- to compar,-rg

apples and oranfges.

A useful mtrim that justifiably separates tese fo,'-

theoretical concepts, but permits the examiation, of the

interrelationships between them is depicted i; Fiqr- 4.

It indicates that both in a theoretical as well as a

practical sense, a defensive concept does -riot automatically

imply that the defending force must °rest-ict itself to

pursuing strictly a fivepower/attrition, focus (Quad'ra-t

2). Cleavl-y, within a defensive f-ramewoirk, such as that

which NATO has established for both political and ilitary

purposes, maneuver is possiblej feasible, arid desirable

(i.e. Quadrant 3). Concurrently, Wass de Czege's

contention that reality lies between attritio's arid mne''er

theory implies that NATO could easily structure its

warfighting doctrine arou'rnd a ccncept that links tactical

engagements from both Quad'rants Z a'rd 3. In essence, the

realities that confroit NATO as a defensive alliance can- b

linked effectively with theor-y in a dynamic and

proportional mix of both manieuver and firepowe-r/attritio,.

Whichever element is predomtinant will depend o'n the
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existing situation. NAO* challensge is to develop a

doctrine that is flexible eniough to accommrodate both,

rather thant sacrifice onse at the expenose of the othe-,-.

The NATO N'ilitary Agency for- Standardi mat io-n 04AW i

ultimnately responsible to the developmnent of NATO

doctrine. The MRS oversees the efforts of threwe separate

and distinct Service Boards (Army, Navy and Air- Force.)

Current NATO doctrine, as delineated in the previously

menttiorned Allied Tactical Publications is the product of

this corporate approach to warfighting. It cars be' &Irgued

that despite its inefficiency thin process is ~icsaytoc

mainstains alliance cohesions. However, there are

indications that there is a recognized need for charige,

both in the doctbrinal product as vwll as the doctinal

proc'ess. In November 193% the MA~3 Arfny Board iderntified

that "an agreed NATO joinst warfare doctrin%-e in an- esze.-Stia

prerequisite for the effective conduct of NATO joi-t

operationsw, particularly at the operational level of ivar."

While the deficienicy has bee-r noted, a f-ramnewor-k to

guide the developmewnt of ant operational, comnbined

warfightinig doctrine does -not appear- to exist. The UC.

Armny's AirsLand Battle doctrine clearly addressee. the

operational level of warl however, the wholesale adopt iobI

of onea nation'~s doctri-ne by the alliance is clearly -not

likely to occur, nor is it necessarily desirable.



Effective doctrine must build upon the analysis of

clearly defined ends and available means. It is

significant that both of these have -remained fairly

constant in NATO's forty year history. Whil NATO has

demonstrated a capacity to change its strategic iivilita-vy

concepts, it has done so at a very slow pace. 43C) It

might be optimistic to believe that NATO is capable of

collectively setting aside national preconceptions it- , orde'r

to develop truly combined doctrine in a rapid fashion.

However, the process described below represents one aay to

initiate the process that leads to a feasible, suitable and

acceptable doctrine that meets the alliance's needs.

In his book, T[he orce ofBlj otie arry l

Posen proposes three aspects that must be considered he'

developing a doctrine. Each will be briefly discussed

below. These will then in turn be applied to the situatio ,

in NATO - both current and projected with CFE - to

determine whatq if anty changes should be made to NATO's

current military doctr-ine.

Pose,'s first aspect, or criterion is the doctrine's

character, which he describes as follows:

OQ.fensi' e doctr-ines aim to disrmr an
adversary - to destroy his armed

forces. Defensive doctrines aim to deri.

an adversary the object ive that he
seeks. D eterewt doctrines aim to

uish ant aggressor - to raise his costr

without reference to reducing one's own.
(33)

Posen asserts that in, accordance with balan-,ce of pcqer-

theory, the character of a nation's military doct-rine
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affects the quality of irter-riatic'nal political life. Thi a

is due irs large part to the, reaction that a give'n dcctrin,

will evoke from other nat ions. He contends offensive

doctrines increase the probability of wars and that ara

races escalate is respcnse to offensive military doctri-ne.

Or the other hand, defersive doctrines ideally threate, "-,c

other power, but they also tond to define specific force

structures that allow orly cautious or limited

couter-actiors on the part of the defender. Dterrer-t

doctrines limit the *possibilities of misper-cepticn and

overreactio. Nations with deterrent doctrines will often,

go to great pair to ensure they do riot prese'rit the

appearance of possessing an offensive, disarming

capability. Natiors with this form of doctr-.inre are tsuaZ'y

committed politically to protec-inog their sovereignrty, e'a

at the price of suffering if necessary. (34)

Fosen' s second criterion is centered around the degree

to which military doctrine reflects political-nilitary

integration. Ir essence, the ve'r.y purpose of the military

is to guarantee the continrued survival of the nation

itself. Thereftre in peacetime., the doctriie that g~de.

the military forces should provide ar adequate degree of

security at an affordable ecoromic, political and hurma,

cost. In ar integrated doctrine, the military mearn ar-e

tailored to the political enids of the state. 435) If

integratior is deficient, the natior, could be inadvertently

led into war and ultirately suffer defeat as a result.

The thir-d c-riterin, and perhaps the one with the



greatest relevance is the degree of ir-ovatio-, a doct -i,-e

pOssesses. F'csert argues that irsnovat iort, and its coriver~e

stag'ration, are the key dependenst dete'rni,,'ats ,f

political-military' integration. Should war cote, the

measure of irrmovation (i.e. how quickly the doctriine can be

modified to fit the cc'ditions) gove-ns the probability of

victory or defeat. (36) This aspect im precisely what

Michael Howar-d sees as the si Ipu io of the problem, -- the

ability to get the doctrine right wher the morent comnes.

The linkage between war and politics is a very dyn, amnic one

and thus changes ins the threat, ends, remens, tech'nology,

etc. may ir turn drive changes ir doctrine. The capacity to

do so quickly and with positive results is the military

planer's, not the politician s responsibility. H~'eve:-,

Posen cautions against cha-,iginig a doctrine at the ;

time, such as in the face of eminent war. (37) Majo- chaw-,g

is disrupting and disorienting to an organtizatio',

especially large, bureaucratic ones like NATO.

The ability to arrive at ant effective doctri-ne depend

to a large part on a rigorous amalysis of suitable

warfighti ng corcepts and their associated requirement

before implementation. Using Pose' s c-iteria,; Figuwre

reflects this process. This model will be used to examine

the current anrd CFE environments ini NATO to determi-ne if

existing military doctrine is indeed sufficient.

NATO's enids, as embodied ir its political a-nd ilita.-y

objectives, serve a principal role ir, definsing the chatacta,"

of its mailitary doctrin,e. As stated earlier, it is ,,lihely
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that NATO's ends will change radically in a post-CFC

envirome-nt. As the NATO treaty binds its signatory r,'tatio-,

to provide only for mutual self--defense, NATO will retair

objectives with a defensive/deterrent Natuie. NATO doct;ire

must reflect this constraint in order to achieve a high

degree of political-militar.y integration. The character of

a defenrsive/deterrent doctrine seems appropr-iate i'A the

post-CFE environment. It is probable that if the Coviet

leadership successfully manages the enormous changes faci g

them, eventually their doc-rine may reflect a defe;s-ive

character. However, as long as the possibility exists that

conflict might escalate up to the use of nuclear weapons,

war deterrence must -remain the overriding political

objective of the Alliance.

There are numerous assessments of the proper irnecn-,

required to deter war in NATO. Reformras such as Cariby he,','e

asserted that with some modifications, NATO's conventiorial

for-ces can serve as an adequate deterrert in and of

themselves. (38) However, the current GAC-UR belie'ves that

the current dictates of a "defense that deploys troop: far

forward...will still need the backing of nuclear weapor-B to

ensure we [NATO3 cat maintain our. cohesiors." 4:30) While

others such as MG F.W. vcn Mellenthins hold a middle

approach and assert that "with moderate irc-reasem ir,

numbers, NATO can affect a quantum incr-ease in conventio-al

support (and credibility) for- tactical ntuclear deterrence

presently lacking in Europe." (40) The synthesis of theze

views deems that NATO requires a mixture of stro-ng
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conventional forcesl coupled with tactical -nuclear weapoliM.

NATO will roost likely be required to assume some risk in, the

or&ea of con'venitional forces if for- no other ,.eason, the

numbers available are going to decline.

The reduction in numbers coupled with the exterii'e

frontage of the Cenrtr.al Region will stretch defenwses. e*&er,

thinmr. If 50 percent reductions ere mendated by crc, and

if the curvrt "layer cake"' dispositions are retai;-ed,

divisions will be hypothetically tasked to hold almost 100

kilometers of fr.ont; that may be asking to do too mich ".ith

too few forces. This is a critical reality that must be

made clear- to the political decision makers of NATO.

Political realities associated with defendir-g forward muzt

be balanced with the military fact that "reduced co-'ve,-nticonl

force levels may render the cur.ent concept infeasible.

Finally, innovations may be the most ser-ious deficiency

of the existing NATO doctrsine. ATFP-3S4A) is exceedingly

vague and nebulous. Howeve-r-, it is to be expected that

there will be great reluctance to adopt a more spcific

doctrine in light of the ambiguity that CFE placer or.

accutately assessing the future NATO enviroimenot.

Regardless, ATF'-35(A) is inadequate to guide- current cor

future warfighting in Europe. It lacks a definiable

unde-rlying concept to serve as a suitable framevs-ok fo;- c ,,

emerging doctrine. Likewise, if there is a discernible

focus, it is tactical, with a firepowe'r/attr ition

o-r-ieastation that seeks to defeat a numer.ically superi.'r

enwmy from somewhat static defensive positions. I n;-o oa~tion



also demands a high degree of built--ir, flexibility. A-

doctrinse is irtegrally linked with force design, roaterial

developmest ansd trainsing, a flexible doctrine car , provide a

wider- ratge of opt ions to the opeoatioral level cor, mde-.

Given the environment that NATO is likely to face with c

CFE agreemerst the alliance requires a candidate warfightirii

concept that capitalizes on the flexible employrtent of

available forces. The concept must be adaptable riot o'ly

to changing battlefield conditiors ti.e. designed with a

flexible mix of firepower a-rid raneuve-) but changir-g

geo-plitical conditions as well.

CFE represents a crucial cross-roads for- NATO. If the

alliance inadvertently elects to reduce curre,,t force ievci:

for economic or ideological reasons without rega -d to the

objectives that must be accomplished, the results could

prove disastnous. If it is to remain a viable political arid

military entity, NATO must confront the realities of a

post-CFE Europe with a clearly defined arid ratioa-,al thoQht

process. This entails ensur-inmg that the character of it.

doctrine reflects alliance objectivesy the degree of

political-militarvy integration is maximized, and firally

that the concept be flexible so as to accommodate ir.-ovativa

changes when requi.ed.

Instead of a simple choice betweers
trench warfare and blitzkrieg, each army
was faced with a var-iety of possible
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charsgs... between the two extremes. I r,
marry cases, the choice was determirsed by
social, economic and political factor*
more than by the tactical conicepts of
senior officers. i41)

In ars attempt to determine if the models preser-ted -o

far lFigures 1, 3j 4 arid 5) can be used t. struct%%re

effective parameters for military doctrin, the wafighti-,

doctrines of three selected 26th century combata'tM will be

examined. The intent of this section is to determine vhat,

if a y conditicns, theories, costraints, etc. led a -atio',-

to adopt a specific doctrine over another. In additio;r, it

is importanst to understand why a particular doctrii-e

succeeded or failed. To maintain consistenscy, the

technique of ccmparin e'nds, ways and meants will be adhe,-aQ

to. Additionally, to provide diversity, both offe',,''e a,',

defensive doctirines will be examined to determine if a rea.l

or perceived orientatio n towards mao-,euver or

firepower/attrition warfare existed. The niation-al

doctrines anid the time periods exami-ed are; Ge'ri 'ary

Blitzkrieg, 1340; Fr-ance - Maginot Line, 1'340; Soviet Unio;-,

- Barbar-ossa 11341 and Kursk, 1943.

House perceptively notes there are multiple cauas for

the varied doctrines of World War II. He conteods that no

nation or "major arry enrtered World War II with the =are

doctrine and weapons that it had used twenty year-s befo-e."

(4t2) Hoever, it was nrot a situation of clear dichotomy

blitzkrieg or trenches. There were sever-al common facto-

that collectively combinsed to temper- respecti'.e dctv i-e=.
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In the aftermath of remembering the bloody st'-r.sggle i-,

World War. I, there "as almnost universally, a ge-eral

repugnance about war and having to fight such a total o-ne

again. This is reflected by the fact that in J.-i-,e IS201 ob

nations signed the Kellogg-Dr-ia'rd Pact in Fla -ismj outlavvi:,

war. Defense budgets were exceedingly costr.ai-ed and the

Great Depression that spread worldwide relegated spe-,din-

f' r such a distasteful activity to ever lower proiovities.

As technology and the research for noe weaponos riatur,-ed,

political considerations tended to shape equipmient and

doctrine incre than rnilitary requirements. Or,e only ha- to

recall Stalin's purges of his officer corps ins 1037--3 o;"

the influence of the French Parliamrwent or, the buildi-, of

the Maginot defensive line, lac.k of respo'nse to Germa-,'

reilitarization of the Rhineland, etc.' 143)

The Treaty of Versailles mnay have placed Geora-mny in the

best position to develop the mnost functional ,-fightig

doctrine despite its clear intentions to do othe',-ive.

Severely restricted both in size as "ell as equipme-.tj ti, u

Germans were essentially compelled to develop mome .hat

radical concepts 4i.e. devoid of World War- I parallels) and

equipfnent to execute them. With a 50-year plus t-oaditio - ,

of the K2MjeLsphtht 4couldron battle), the Ger-ma'n

propensity for a doctrine with an offe-sive cha--aate- b-,.,ec

around a concept of envelopnent and rn',euver to the flan'

was well established.

Germnan doctrine-t reprreseni-ted essent ial ly anf vl o of

World War I tactics. Howeve-r. in *relative terims, it "a-
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highly i nnovative. It blended motor,1izati ,/echan 1z ti

with a cormbined aris approach "resultinsg i'n the first mode',

marteuver. warfave concept. While it has beer, p,-reviously

stated, it bears repeating here, to le'rd perspective if fo;-

no other reason. Blitzkrieg was rot altogether a n*,oel

concept. It did "rot rely on a twchnological breakth'o-...tgh

no" tactics o'r equipnt. It dernarded a high degree of

synchronizatio'n and cootdiiat ior, to mnake it work, ard the

Germar Army proved capable of this task. A fi-,al

interesting poirnt about German doctrine was that in the

Battle of France (whewre blitzkr.ieg was used against the

Western allies for the first time,) the Geramns wmera

outnurnbet&d theater-wide, 3 rillio, to 4.5 .'illio-. (A4)

In effect, the key was not overall strength but rather

massing that strength to achieve, an overwheliing advar-tage

at the point of decision.

Ose of those Wester allies was Fr-ance. Based upo'- it:

Wovld War I success with fortifications against the Ge,,,,

at Verdun, France opted to construct the Magi,-ot Li,-, &),t

intricate defense system that stretched fro, sedar, to the

Swiss border. While its ultimate effectiver-esc ra bhe

questionedl the concept reflected a high degree of

political--nilitary irtegr-ation. The line protected the

Alsace-Lor'-aine region that had beers wors from Ge- i, ia'y i',n

Wor-ld War I but it also forced the Gerna'ns to attack

through neutral Belgiur in order. to get inito Fran°ce.

Politically, violation of Belgian neutrality wo-.ld brng

the British in to the Allied cause. Militarily, the
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Maginot Line would buy time for France to mobilize its

largo citizen army and serve as a pivot for- their ma neuver

into Belgium, hypothetically into the German's flar-k.

Therefore, it was riot - true reflection of statics li nsear

warfare that some critics have made it out to be. 45)

The Maginot Line clearly gave French doctrine a

defensive character. House contwnds that "more than a:ny

other participant in the First World War, France retained

the positiontal warfare concept in its postwar reg~ulatio-."

(46) He'n also asserts the defensive mindset and the lack

of a grasp of the maneuver warfare concept was the root

cause for France** decision to not pursue a, adequate tan',k

program despite clear indicators that her. pr-incipal nemr,

Germany was doing so. Rather, she chose to keep he*

obsolete World War I armor, a decisior', that would have

serious consequences. According 4;o Horne, "it would be

hard to find arty single military factor contributin-g more

directly to the defeat of 1-4G Ethan the lack of suitable

tanks and an effective mechanized doctrinej. " 147)

In essence, France's military doctrine was miilitarily

stagnant as opposed to being innovative or, the outbreak of

World War I. Significant capital had beer, invested i:n the

Maginot Line at the expense of mvtbile warfare concepts and

equipment. As a result, France was inicapable of

incorporating change at a time when it was -needed most.

The Soviets likewise got their taste of the Gera'

blitzkrieg in Operation Barbarossa almost a year later, in.,

June 11341. Apparertly seeing the success the Oermawn had
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enjoyed against the West, Stalin attmnpted to reverse the

catharsis he had created with his pur-ges by ir ,itiatir'

reforms in equipment, structure, and deployment. The

1939-40 Russo-Finnish War had clearly demo-,strated the

inability of Soviet commanders to adequately coodinoate

large units for at attack. Yet Stalin ambitiously o-darted

the formation of rechanized corps 42 tank and I Yw=torimd

rifle division) to be used as at exploitation force i-, li-,e

with Tukhachaskiys deep battle concept. 40) As a Clea.

historical precedert for Fose' s caution about char ,i,,

doctrine in the face of eminent war, "the Cerma s casht

the Red Army in transition ard ripped it apart." :4'1

In Operation Barbarossa, the overwhelrting force of the

German attack prevenrted the Soviets from ever seizing the

initiative. The officers that were familiar r'iith

Tukhachevskiy's mechanized concepts were dead. aoviet

commandewrs and staffs lacked both the skills to orchestrate

combined arms in battle as well as the specialized <,itL

themselves. Fortunately, they were able to make use of the

one "resource the Western allies did not have -- operationial

depth. In doing so they were able to gain some valuable

time, albeit at the expense of significanrt los: of

t err.i tory.

As House notet,

the remminder of 1341 was a desparate
struggle for the Red Array, a struggle i,
which its traditional doct-.inoes of deep
battle and large mechanized units wer
inappropriate because of the German-
advantage in equipment and initiative.
(50)



Yet the Soviet military was learnsi g by its rivakez arid

quickly west about correcting them. While they had

suffered ewrc'rmous casualties, numbers were riot a P-robler,

for the Soviets - they wer-e for. the Ger 'rms. lioeverI

leader casualties arsd the irexpe-rierce of sviet ,ric.'-ed

crewm en continued to "resul'b irt disproportionate lce

compared to the better- trained Ger-marts.

After their offensive fell short of its o.rigirnal

objectives. the Germans resorted to a tertuous defer,ive

lire irs the Soviet Urio. Forced to fight or, multiple

frorsts, they found their lack of numbers st,-retched these

thi'n defenses to the breaking point. Agai't thiz

backdrop Stalin instituted a series of significant

militar irsnovatiors. The Soviet political system,

virtually gave him ca'rte blartche to accomplish the -needed

changes that ire retrospec-t, revarsed the course of the

war,. Due to the earlier, problems Goviet conm.a,d)h ad

coor-dirtatirig differwrt-t bransches irs ccmbined arrm

opeiatins, Stalin diriected that artillery, erigineers, and

other specialized foirces be consolidated for mass effects

at higher achelons. Likewise to ensur-e they had adequate

force ratios to break the Germane deferses,; Stavka Circular

3 directed the forematiors of "shock groups" which were

concen-rated oe rar-row frontages to be the br-eakthroAgh

for-ce and armored "mbile groups" to pass through and

complete the encirclemenrt. (51) The Gerimnas simply lacked

the resources to plug the holes cr .ated by these "'Irew"
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Soviet formations and tactics. The So'viet successes in the

fisal phases of the Great P'atriotic War are well docurm ted

elsewhere. What is important is that despite their- initial

setbacks, beginning at Kursk in 1943, the Soviets p,-oved

capable of implaewmeting the needed changes that resulted i-

victory. Irstevestirngly, rather than develop a complete now

doctrines Stalin merely adapted Tukhachevskiy*s 1133G deep

battle concept to the conditions at hand.

Are ther arty relevant conclusions that NATO cars draw

from the doctrinal lessons of the past? I believe there

are. Chief among them is that military doctrine reflect.-:

the influences of a significant number of ofters disparate

factors." These include economics ard the ensuing irapact con

defense spending irs times of fiscal constraint. Folitical

consideratios play a great role today just as they did in

the 1930's irs France. Finally, it should be clear that

there are different requiremrets that dictate whether an

offensive doctrine is better than a defensive one.

Equally, a maneuver doctrine that lacks sufficient

resources cars be made irrelevant by an vppo'net with

superior strength fighting woith ars unsophisticated strategy

of exhaustion. An over-reliance on static, positional

warfare cars inculcate a sense of complacency to the

detriment of maintaining a highly mobile, capable rese'-rve.

Linear defenses irs the past have provers to bear- a high coot

irs terms of casual t ies as well as lost territory. NA TO

clearly does "rot enjoy the luxury of numbers or depth today

ard, the problem may only intensify in a post-CFE
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NATO cannot approach the future with i'differerce.

Despite a high degree of ambiguity imposed by the

still-evolving CFE regotiations, it is rapidly becominrt

obvious that the degree of change will be dramatic and

unprecedented. While the post-CFE NATO wrivirormorst cannot

be completely tor necessarily accurately) predicted ir,

advarice, some resolute actio's can be unde'rtake-, row.

As stated previously, NATO's political and milita y

objectives will remain deteirent/defensive ir, nature.

Therefore, a revised warfighting doctriree must reflect this

character in order to achieve the desired degree of

political-military irtegration. Fcrce reductions will also

dictate that candid excharges occur between the political

decisiowmake'rs and NATO's militar- leaders. The new

realities present an ideal situation i- which to develop

innovative techniques for NATO to achieve its strategic

ends. Howver, a r changes to alliance strategy or doct'r-ir°e

must be suitable. feasible and acceptable.

NATO' s greatest challenge is to structure its

warfighting doctrine around a flexible concept that will

readily facilitate irtneovation when it is needed. There i-

cause for optimism that the alliance is capable of the task

at hand. Nowhere is this currently more Lvidert than in,

AFCENT. Recognizing the curt-nt deficiencies, CINCENT has

correctly perceived the requirement to think arid fight at
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the operational level of war. He cautions against the

tendency to narrowly adhere to GDF' perspectives and fixate

on pr-platnned sequences of operations. He recognizes the

saliency of the principles of war for plarming, but insists

t'hat initiative, flexibility and co centration, of effort are

vital. Without the initiative, NATO's chances of success

are Iimited.

CINCENT'S warfighting concept of operations is

enunciated in his "Operational Principles for the Employmen-t

of Land and Air Forces in the Defense of the Central

Region. In it, he envisions a series of

sequentially-linked land and air battles oriented on

achieving the regional objectives, in line with NATO

strategy. He has clearly defined the end states of each

battle and delineates responsibilities for, tactical

co"manders. This concept appears to have precisely the

elements required for ar effective NATO military doct-.i'-e.

It links tactical actions by the national corps with NATO

strategy. It stresses the impcortanice of operating, or being

fully prepared to operate in a ccmbined environmrt. It is

clearly in line with NATO's political objectives and is

inherently flexible enough so as to accommodate changes

dictated by the changing envirotment of a post-CFE NATO.

A specific recmendaticns would be to carefully exermi e

the employmest of a mix of forces with somewhat diverse

capabilities that is likely to be a result of CFC. By

necessity, some forces will be better suited for holding

terrain, while others will be highly agile with significant
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firepower. Jomini's concept of decisive points is cleoa-ly

applicable in this case. It is reasonably clear where the

economic, political, and military decisive points av-e

located in NATO. These locations should be corresponding ly

designated as decisive, and military commanders should

structure their defenses accordingly to hold ther. This wcn

easily be accomplished within ant overall defensive schemne

that retains a primary orientation on the enemy foo-ce and

provides the opportunity for operational maneuver. Agile,

self-prvotecting forces cars be councentirated as art operational

reserve with the capability of moving quickly to establish a

relative positional advantage from which to destr°oy the

enemy, disrupt his cohesion, etc. As this concept

demostrates, the theoretical asF 2cts of off*e5se/defen-se as

well as attrition/maneuver can be executed simultaneously o'

sequentially within ar overall defensive strategy.

CFE offers both enormous promise as well as challa°,gen

for NATO. These challenges require military pi'es tc

develop an effective warfighting doctrine that is integ-a-ted

with the political objectives of the alliance anrid innovative

enough to evolve in consonance with rather that isolated

from the environments that defines the requirets. Ine

sum, while the doctririe development process requires a

quantum leap forward from what exists today, the foundaticn,

required to develop a more effective military doctrinsse for, °

NATO is in place. The alliance's overriding objective i,

the near-term is to begin taking those steps now.
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P ONS OF DOLON _C

1. Condensed e*xpression of an- army' s approach to fighting
campaigns, major operatios battles arid ergagerstearts.

(F'180-5)
Z. Art approved set of guidelines fcr the coniduct of war.

(Bill Lind)
3. A way of thinking that is shared throughout the officer

corps. (Bill Lind)
4. Ar authoritative rule, a precept, giving the approved way
to do a job; officially recognized and taught; tells how to
do scmerthing best; based upon art objective generalizatiorn

from experience. MDr. I.0. Holley)
5. The implicit orientation witn which a military cultvure
collectively responds to the unfolding circumsta',ces of qaro.

(Watts end Hale)

6. What is being taught, i.e. rules or procedures drawn by
competent authority.., preceptS, guides to act ion and
suggested methods for solving problems or' attaining desired
results. (Dr. I.0. Holley)
7. A mental disciplne, which conrsists fir-st in a commo.- vaVi

of objectively approaching the subject; second in a common

way of handling it by adapting without -eserve the meao-, to

the goal aimed at, to the object. (Foch)

0. Doctrine is taught to practice...the conception and
practical applicaticen is root a science of war nor of 5ome

limited dogma... but of a cei airs number- of pr-inciples, the

application, of which must logically vary according to
circumstances while always tonding towards the same Roal, aAd

that an objecti-ve goal... a commons marner of seeing, thirskirg
ati rg...a discipline of the mind commos to you all. iFoch)

13. A governing idea to which every situation ray be refer-ied
arid from which there may be derived a sound course of
action... the object of which is to furnish a basis for prom'-Ipt

arid harmonious conduct by the subordinate commanders of a

large military forcce...without the niecessity for- referring
each decisio to superior authority before action is
taken... to provide a founidaticn for mutual understanding.
(Hrsox, 1-315)
10. Beliefs or teachings which have beer% reasonsed f;or
prirciples... gerrral guides to the application of rmutually
accepted principles. (Knox, 11315)
11. A teachirg...based on p-inciples - a basic truth
applicable to all cases... a method is a procedure...it doez

not apply to all cases. (Johnstons - Field Service Regulatio-r:
(FSR) of the Future)
12. FSR should be applicable to war. of any sort and to ,it3

of all kinds. .. deal ing in fundamentals which will rnever
change (Johnstdr, FSR of the Future)
13. The practical application of theoretical knowledge by
real world armies that have unique force structures,
operatioial missions ard weapons holdings. (Jima Gch,;eader;

14. The way things are done ty rmost of the comaander-s most
of the time. (f0Ge. Wm. DeF'uy)
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15. Doctrine is a tested, approved and accepted
cocept. .. concepts address needs not systems or. pieces of
mat-iel. Dcmtrine is what is witten, appro'ed by a-,
appropriate authcority rand published c einrsirig the co-td ,ct <.F,
military affairs...genserally prescribes how at a a-'y fights
tactically; how the tactics and weapons systems a&-e
integrated; how command, cc'tvrol arid CSS arm pr'o'idedq hc-.ov
forces arme mobilizedl trained, deployed ard employed. 4Leir.
Dorn Starry)
16. Within grand strategy doctrine sets priorities among
various military forces and proescribes how those forces
should be structured and employed to achieve the ends irn
vie...the subcomponent of grand strategy that deals
explicitly with military means; a set of
prescriptions...specifying how militar-y forces should be
structured and employed to respond to recognized th-eats arid
opportunities... includes the prefer-red mode of a group of
services, a single service or a subser-vice for fightirig
wars...reflecting the Judgmert of professional military

officvrs...about what is arid is rot militarily possible a'md
recessary...based on appraisals of military techriology,
geography, threat capabilities ard the skills of one's owe,

military organizaticn. (Marry R. F'osen)
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